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Presentation Notes
The Ohio State University name is recognized and respected worldwide. Our reputation is a valuable asset.To support the forging of a more cohesive One University, the president challenged the Office of University Communications to launch a new branding initiative.The university’s brand guidelines provide a roadmap for telling our inspiring stories in one consistent voice.Because we all play a role in strengthening our brand, our college worked with University Communications to create a sub-brand aligned with the university’s brand.Here are the benefits to you of using the new sub-brand:Your work is quickly identified with Ohio State’s respected reputation, but with a distinctive presentation that uniquely represents our college.Using our new brand guidelines serves as a tool for consistency, to mark our communications as distinctly our own.



Structure of College 

• Department of Educational Studies 

• Department of Teaching & Learning 

• Department of Human Sciences 
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As I said, we created templates so you wouldn’t need to think about all these design details, except to know what they are and that we want to preserve them in the templates.The templates are in Microsoft Word so the majority of your faculty, staff and students can use them easily.We have a template for a flyer, a fact sheet (which has more content than a flyer), a variety of brochures or report covers, and a four-page newsletter template.So let’s have a look at them.



EHE can offer a broad array of 
programs, courses, services, and 
expertise that directly support this 
initiative. 
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Colors.All publications should be predominantly scarlet and gray.However, secondary colors may be used as well. The university has designated 12 secondary colors to create the university’s secondary color palette.For EHE, University Communications recommends 9 of those colors.They suggest that departments, centers, and named centers within our college develop their own unique combinations of secondary colors and apply them consistently throughout their communications to establish their own unique look within the Ehe family look.You will see in a minute when we show the templates how secondary colors might be used.



Walter E. Dennis Learning Center 

• ESEPSY 1259: Learning & Motivation Strategies for Success in College 

• ESEPSY 1159: Online Learning Strategies and Skills 

• ESEPSY 5892: Becoming a Successful Self-Regulated Learner 

• ESEPSY 1359: Technology-Enhanced Learning Strategies 

• ESEPSY 2059: Becoming a Self-Regulated Learner *** [7 – week ] 

• Tutoring/Coaching: By appointment and drop-in 
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Procrastination 

Memory Tools 

Stress Less 

Note-Taking Strategies 

Effective Study Groups 

Confident Test Taking 

Learning Styles 

Preparing Papers 

Secrets of Academic 

Success 

 

 

Workshops 
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 We’re using technology to address the problem of high quality education, at scale.The top three are bolded because they’re the most popular for students. Secrets probably gets requested most, but I’m guessing the top three are most preferred once a student has attended.  



International Student Learning Support 

• American Language Program 

• ESL Composition Program 

• Spoken English Program 
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Other… 

• Higher Education & Student Affairs Program 

• College Teaching GIS 

• Expertise in teaching, learning, and motivation 

• E-learning 
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Thank you! 
 
 
Anderman.1@osu.edu 
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